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BY A DEGREE.

ONE evening, twenty years ago, I was about to close my office and try to

forget that there was such a thing as medicine, doctors, or sick people.

This should have been a very easy matter, for since my graduation from

the medical school I had had the usual actual experience with the above-men-

tioned necessities to a doctor's success. But my day was not to be so unevent-

ful as I had expected. Just as I was locking the cover of my desk, I heard a

great "Hello!" sounding through the ball. Then without the ceremony of a

knock, my old friend, Jim Henderson, stalked into the room. Jim was a very

pleasant chap, what the boys called "a good fellow." We were very fond of

each other. Playmates in our childhood, four years of college had cemented our

friendship; nor could the varying duties of law and medicine lessen it. There

was, however, a tacit agreement that Jim was not to visit my office. There was

no idea of professional dignity about Jim, and suppose a patient should come

while he was in the office? Naturally, I awaited an explgnation. Though he

seemed to be in no hurry, yet I felt something must have been wrong, for Jim

had not given me one "tip" on the races or told me of the "easy thing the

Unknown would have with the Etheopian." I waited. He cogitated. The

stillness was becoming tragic. Then he deigned to speak. "I was walking

about dreaming, and it seems somehow or other here I am." This wasn't

Jim's usual style.
"Tell me what's the matter. You're acting just as you used to at college

when the boarding-house keeper's fair daughter gave you the jilt in favor of the

milkman."
"Something serious has happened to me. I have been foolish enough to

fall in love with a girl whose fortune is quadruple my own."

"Not so very unfortunate," I murmured, thinking of office-rent falling due.

"She seems to reciprocate my feelings. When I told her of my love, it was

beautiful to see the blush suffuse her cheeks, to see the furtive tear, the quick,

excited breath. Oh! how beaut"—. I thought it was time to call a halt.

"To the point, man. Where's the snag?"

"Coming to it," he growled. "Where did I leave off?"

"Never mind about that," said I, "give me the gist of the story."

"Well, Emily was well pleased. It was the father. Emily's father is a

business man, and can view things only through the eyes of the 'street.' When

I told him of my love for his daughter, he grunted, looked me over as if I were

a consignment of tea, grunted again. Then, in the most cold-blooded way
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imaginable, he asked me who I was, asked me if I could support a wife. I
remonstrated, told him that his daughter seemed willing to take all risks; and
spoke of our reciprocal affection. I did not seem to be making much of an
impression. I told him that it was cruel to separate two loving hearts; and
that he did not know his duty as a father. That was the straw that broke the
camel's hack. I don't know how it came about, hut I was ushered from the
room with neatness and dispatch by the shortest route."

"Really," said I, making a vain attempt to he facetious, "I am not a
mender of broken hearts. Your case is one for a spiritual adviser. Tell me,
who is this irascible Croesus?"

"John Koleman is the 'pater' and I am the humble slave of his daughter,
Emily."

"A peculiar coincidence," I exclaimed; "I am family physician to Kole-
man's household. We are very good friends "

"That doesn't help me very much, does it, old man?"
I was obliged to confess that the status quo was as before. But I added

that I would think about the matter, and see what I could do to help him. Jim
left the office in no pleasant mood. I was thinking harder than I had ever had
done before. I turned over many schemes in my mind, but somehow nothing
seemed feasible. A sudden happy thought struck me. No sooner thought
than I was writing a letter which, if it did not mean absolutely certain success,
conveyed some degree of hope. This is the letter I wrote to Jim:
DEAR OLD PAL:—

You have made me waste more brain-tissue over your little affair than I
have wasted since we worked into the small hours over our "conics." I have
decided upon a plan which may possibly be instrumental in gaining for you
your heart's desire. I do not wish you to put too much confidence in the
scheme, as I consider it only the straw at which the drowning man grasps. My
plan is Machiavellian; hut it requires histrionic ability on the part of Emily, a
fair amount of parental weakness on the part of "Pater," a great deal of deceit
on your part, and a surrender on my side of all the ethics of my profession.
Here goes for my scheme, and may the gods be propitious. I told you in my
last unsatisfactory talk that I stood in the relation of family physician to the
Koleman family. Then I little thought that this fact would have anything to
do with your future—and maybe it won't. In some way or other manage to
see Emily. Then tell her that if she wishes to trot the earthly road of marital
bliss, to feign sickness. Tell her to make it a high fever—a very high fever.
When she reaches that state, instruct her to become delirious. In her
delirium tell her to call for you, in fact, to waste away for want
of you. I will come to the house; look grave. I will tell Mr.
Koleman that, unless you are allowed to see Emily, her chances for
immediate immortality are Al. If my experience with fathers has given
me any wisdom, I will warrant that this permission will be granted. Although
he will probably ask if a change of air would not answer every purpose, I will
insist. You will be admitted to the house. When you come to her bed-side,
let grief and worry, and the traces of sleepless nights be upon thy brow, 0,
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unhappy one, and let a sigh arise from the depth of thy soul and shake Olym-

pus: Then you will gently caress her forehead, and a smile as if listening to a

choir of angels will o'er spread her countenance. Then, 0, heavenly sound,

she will whisper in dulcet tones—"Jim. are you here? Now I can die in peace.

Do not grieve Jim, I am going to a better world than this." If " Pater" weeps

during this affecting scene, it probably means success. I will prescribe con-

tinued applications of yourself for about a week. Then Emily will convalesce.

During the weary hours of convalesence you will be most assiduous in your

attention. A little attempt to become popular with father would not be out

of place. I hope that Mr. Koleman will then see what curative powers true

love has. Then, possibly, " Pater" will give his consent to the match, and all

will be happy as in the story-book. But remember, old man—

Hope springs eternal in the human breast,

Man never is, but always to be blest; "

so don't put too much confidence in my scheme. It is a chance worth taking.

Good luck to the scheme.—JAcK.

Well, I waited impatiently for the 'Phone to give me a hurry up call to

the Koleman household. In about two days it came. Of course I hurried

up and found Emily in a high state of fever. Father was worried and nervous.

Emily had been calling for Jim all day. He didn't know what to do. Then I

put on a highly sensorious air. "Mr. Koleman," I said severely, " Would

you allow the life of your daughter to be jeopardized by the demands of con-

ventionality. If Emily called for Jim in her delirium, Jim must be sent for."

Koleman demurred slightly, but was forced to acquiesce. Then the crisis

approached. Jim came to the house. How haggard he looked, poor fellow !

How gently he touched Emily's fevered brow! How peaceful she looked.

Then came the pseudo death-bed scene, and "Pater" wept. After those

welcome tears everything went along smoothly. Marriage, happiness and long

life. Jim never told Koleman of our ruse. I noticed that when Jim and

Emily's daughter reached eighteen and was stricken with fever, another physi-

cian prescribed. I think Jim and Emily were right.
X. 1903.

PICKED UP ON THE MOVE.

A little book called "Student Life," seen on the new book department's

shelf in the main library of McCoy Hall, contains some interesting statistics

concerning the development of student life and the advance of student enter-

prises at American colleges. The only branch of work done at Hopkins that

is mentioned in the little volume is the course in public speaking and the pro

gress of the student debating assemblies which have been so successfully car-

ried oil here. As the Hopkins was one of the first pioneers in the field of al-

lowing the students to organize into self-governing assemblies to practice foren-

sics and the art of public debate, our student Congress has been the model for

many others in the country. Allowing for the expected amount of trifling in such

bodies, the work done every year is good, as is demonstrated by the excellent

article of debate put up by both sides in the annual interclass contest. The

work is not ideally perfect, but it is carried on by young men—and young men

are not ideally perfect.
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NOTICE, UPP ER CLASSMEN I

3N two weeks, on the night of February 27, the Interclass Debate takes
place; subject: "Trusts." You are all interested, and you will all attend.
But there is a more active way for you to give the debaters your help, and

this help is much needed. On each team a few men are trying for the places of
advisers—reading up on the subject of debate, making notes of new ideas for
argument or refutation, and consulting with the chairmen of their respective
class teams. This kind of interest is easily shown ; at the same time, it is
of great value to all concerned in the contest. Especially is this the case in the
preparation of the written speeches.

So here is a call to each Senior and Junior—Get to work! you would not
fail to do your best in a class rush, or cane party, or tug-of-war, and this is a
contest in which you can aid just as materially. You are interested in Trusts ;
some day you might make money out of one. Finally, by raising the quality
of the work which is to be done on the 27th, you will make it more possible for
the Hopkins to down her coming opponent, the University of North Carolina.

The chairman of the teams are: Senior, Markell; Junior, Blum.

THE CONCERT ON FRIDAY.

thehe importance of the concert to be given in Lehman's Hall, on Friday night,
,February 14, has been already mentioned in the previous issue of the

NEWS-LETTER. As was then stated, the support that the student body
and the faculty give this concert will determine its success. The men on the
clubs have been giving all their spare time to rehearsals, and there is no doubt
that the concert from a musical standpoint, will be excellent. The songs are
witty, and the harmony would please the most aesthetic ear. The Banjo Club
has some snappy music, regular foot-moving "rag-time." Then after the
exhaustion of keeping up to this music, the Mandolin Club soothes the tired soul
with selections from " Florodora." What more can be desired. Surely the
whole student body should attend. More than this could not he had at even
the theatres, where only standing room can be had for the price of admission to
this concert. It might also be mentioned that one hundred and eleven (111)
college girls from the Woman's College will be present, and seats near this
delegation will go to Hopkins fellows.

The men who will take part in this concert and the organization of the
Club are as follows:

President, Andrew R. Bird, G. Manager, Eben C. Hill, '02.
GLEE CLUB—Leader, J. HOWARD EA(IER, G.

FIRST TENORS—J. A. E. Eyster, W. B. Carver, G. C. D. Cowles, M. H. H. Humrie-
house, '04.

SECOND TENORS—J. M. Wright, G. F. .T. Hall, M. T. J. Stubbs, G. E. B. Beasley, '02.
J. M. Nelson, Jr., H. A. Converse, G.

FIRST BASSES.—J. H. Eager, G., R. Z. Thomas, G., F. R. Ford, G., J. N. Myers, '(2,
E. C. Hill, '02.

SECOND BASSES.—P. K. Oilman, M., S. T. Mason, '02, C. A. Marshall, '03, A. R.
Dochez, '03, J. A. Sayler, Jr., '01.
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MANDOLIN CLUB—Leader, WILTON SNOWDEN, JR., '03.
MANDOLINS—H. I. Cross, G. W. B. Moulton, M J. T. England, '02. W. Snowden Jr.,

'08. R. C. Pagon, '03. W. K. Koppleman, '02. A. Pearre, Jr„ '02. F. H. Hall, M.
VIOLINS—T. M. Nelson, Jr., '03. R. S. Lanier, '03.
OLARINETTE—A. R. Dochez, '03.
BASS BANJO—J. H. Eager.
'CELLO—E. C. Hill,
TRAPS.—S. T. Mason, '02.

BANJO CLUB—Leader, CHARLES A. MASHALL, '03.
BANJEAURINES.—S. L. Mason, '03, C. A. Marshall, '03, R. S. Lanier, '03, V. E. Smith,

GT., W. Snowden, Jr., M. W. Hendry, '03, W. 0. Murkland, '03, R. N. Jackson, '05.
BANJOS.—J. W. Bryan, '03, J. A. Eager, G., H. N. Baetjer, '03.
GUITARS.—H. A. Converse, G., E. G. Martin, G., T. G. Cook, '02, F. Hazlehurst, Jr.,

'03, E. C. Hill, '02, L. C. Murphy, '02.

SOME VERSES THAT OMAR KHAYYAM MIGHT HAVE

WRITTEN--BUT DIDN'T.

I.

No Sage of Oriental lore can tell,
Nor any man who sips at Wisdom's well,

What is the meaning Diabolical
Contain'd in a terrific College yell.

The Grape that can dispel our deepest care
When we are tired of climbing Learning's stair

Leaves the same head-ache on the morrow's Dawn
Which we would have, had study been our fare.

When you do see the Rathskeller's red light,
Peep not within, my son, to see the sight,

But turn your eyes demurely on the ground.
Within, the Undergrads are getting tight.

IV.

My son, let not a Cloud on your brow fall
When you are in examination Hall;

Your paper's short, but pity the poor Prof.,
For he it is who has to read them all.

V.

There are few Things that you can trust, I Ween,
But these three least; the elevator mean,

The weather bureau's Flag when it cloth fly.
And the strange ways of Christhilf's slot-machine.

VI.

'T is not the Man who yells the most, my son,
Who is crowned Victor when the race is won.

In strife beware the strength of Silent men,
They are the Masters when the course is run.

H. K. T.
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00 many requests have been made for an occasional sprinkling of fiction on

the leaves of the NEWS LETTER that we have complied by publishing the
short story written by a member of the University. We do not, however,

intend to make a violent change in the character of the NEWS-LETTER, except
perhaps by more or less frequent repetitions of issues similar to this; for we
think that the sphere which the Nnws--_,LETTER now covers is the proper one for

the only college paper at the University. After an unbiased consideration of

what such a paper ought to be and what the Nnws LETTER is, we think that
this statement will be found justifiable. The only paper at a college should

undertake to reflect college life in all its phases, and to do this it must combine

in its pages the contents of four or five fields. It must to a certain extent be

literary; it must contain athletic accounts and news articles; it must reflect

student thought; and it must be original. The NEWS-LETTER during the past
two years has always striven to completely cover the ground of news review; it

has always had a fair sprinkling of original matter; and its editorials have
attempted to reflect student thought. Perhaps the literary side has been some-

what neglected; which is the re ison for publishing the present issue as it is.

If we receive short studies of a high standard, we will probably repeat the

natu! e of this issue later; hut short stories and poems are the only "literature"

a college paper should handle. We do not want abstract essays or book-

reviews,—two kinds of composition too often seen in college magazines.
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tHE revival of interest in base-ball at the Hopkins calls for some very plain

statements. For the last two or three years base-ball has been a failure
at Hopkins, and the cause of the failure has generally been in the base-

ball men themselves. Before the student body as a whole can be interested in
the sport, the players must be interested—a state of affairs which the cage prac..
tice the, last two years did not demonstrate. This year the state of affairs is
different. According to the statement of Captain Campbell, the men who have
pledged themselves to support the team are all base-ball enthusiasts of tried
standard, and men who are not and would not be interested in track or lacrosse
work. The list of names certainly is encouraging to those who love the sport,
and in Captain Campbell the team has a leader who will permit no irregularities
in practice, will allow no falling in interest. Thus in view of past failures,
contrasted with the present outlook, we think the midway course of the Ath-
letic Association justified. Everything now rests with the supporters of the
movement. If they can keep base-ball on the level of our lacrosse and track
teams, can play the larger colleges, and, above all else, practice regularly, we
see no reason why base-ball should not again establish itself at Hopkins. The
spirit of the base-ball enthusiasts, however, must be better than it has been, or
the game will deserve to be only a remembrance here.

pRESIDENT REMSEN'S address to the students at the Feed was notice-
able from two standpoints: the condition under which the address was
made—and the contents of his remarks. As this was the first time Dr.

Remsen, as president of the University, had an opportunity to speak before a
student gathering, he took full advantage of his opportunity to show where he
stands in relation to the undergraduates. Dr. Remsen spoke on subjects which
were of intense interest to the students assembled, and which show that the
President will continue to demonstrate the consideration for the welfare of the
students which he first showed by the inauguration of "family receptions."

The value of a college club similar to the Houston Club of the University
of Pennsylvania was dwelt upon at some length by Dr. Remsen, who stated
that at the first opportunity hz! would enter a claim for a similar organization
at Hopkins. Of course, we need such a club here; and slight as the chances
are for the undergrads now on the roll ever to enjoy the benefit of a Hopkins
Student Club, we can be thankful for the time when our younger brothers—or
our heirs—will have the pleasure. Speaking thus to a body of men assembled
to celebrate victories on the athletic field, Dr. Remsen continued: "Keep every-
thing on a high level, and the Faculty will be with you." As the secret of
Hopkins academic success has been the seeking after the ideally high, so has
our athletic success been won by honest, straight playing, and so must it con-
tinue. If we cannot keep everything off the low, mean plane of materialism
and on the high, clean level of true sportsmanship we do not want, and do not
deserve, the support of the Faculty or of anybody else. The High Aim is the
aim of all our athletes, and that is the only aim worth striving for. Hopkins
students always have guarded their athletic reputation with jealous care, and as
long as free speech is allowed, the Faculty need not fear any smirch on the
athletic name of Johns Hopkins.
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gDUTAILS of the celebration on February 21-22 are slowly crystallizing intodistinguishable shape, and it is already apparent that the event this year
will be the greatest date on the University calendar since 1876. As

stated in the daily papers of this city, Alumni will pour in Baltimore
from all over the country, and representatives will be present from the
greatest American colleges, so that an inspiring association of educated men
will give and receive honor at the Hopkins Quarter-Centennial. In comparison
with, this assemblage of notables, the undergraduate body will play a small
part in the celebration; but the NEWS-LITTER wants to insist on the desir-
ability of playing this part, however small or comparatively insignificant it
might be, in a manner according to the surroundings. The students have been
promised proper attention and good seats during the celebration, but the exact
nature of the role they are to play has not yet been announced. It is hardly
necessary to urge attendance at all the functions to which we are invited, for
anything but a full response by the students on this occasion would be a dis-
graceful exhibit of disinterestedness.

THE ADAMS' MEMORIAL MEETING.

N Wednesday afternoon, February 5, a large audience assembled in the
Donovan Room, McCoy Hall, to pay tribute to the life and services of
the late Herbert Baxter Adams, professor emeritus of the University,

and for many years the head of the Historical Department. The orator was
Prof. Richard T. Ely of the University of Wisconsin, and at one time a professor
here.

Prof. Ely spoke of Dr. Adams' early life, his years at Amherst College, at
Heidelberg, and at the Johns Hopkins University. He told of the active part
Dr. Adams had taken in the organization of the American Historical Asso-
ciation, and other educational societies. "Dr. Adams," he said, "sincerely
believed that the education of the people was the first principle of democracy."
Professor Ely read a number of eulogistic letters sent by friends, former
pupils and associates.

It was announced by President Remsen that the compilation of the Adams'
memorial volume was well under way. The volume will open with a bio-
graphical sketch by Dr. John M. Vincent, acting head of the historical depart-
ment, and for many years associated with Dr. Adams. This will be followed
by the address delivered by Professor Ely, and an article on Dr Adams recently
contributed by Dr. Gilman to the Outlook. The volume will contain a com-
plete bibliography of the works of Dr. Adams' pupils, an undertaking which
Dr. Adams himself started.

By direction of the board of trustees a bronze memorial tablet will be
erected soon on one of the walls of the room where the Adams Library will be
placed.
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gIT the St. Johns' Alumni banquet, held
 February 5, President Remsen

responded to the toast "The Johns Hopkins University."

Yesterday afternoon Professor Moulton gave the last of his lectures on

Ancient Tragedy. He spoke on "The Theatre as the Church of Greece."

The Reverend Walter Lowrie, M. A., late fellow of the American School of

Classical Studies in Rome, lectured Monday, February 10, in McCoy Hall, on

"Sincerity in Religious Art." The lecture was given under the auspices of the

Archaeological Institute of America.

The date of the Junior Class banquet has been definitely decided upon;

giving way to the wishes of the athletic teams and the Musical Clubs, the

banquet will be held on the evening of the twentieth of this month at the

Hotel Marlborough. The committee having the arrangements in charge is

composed of Messrs. Addison, chairman, Smith, and Bird.

The members of the Freshman Class relay team have received the class

numerals as a reward for their gallant struggles against the Junior team. The

question now arises: Will the Freshman tug-of-war team likewise receive

numerals?

At a Freshman class meeting, Sifford Pearre was elected vice-president.

Plans for a class banquet were discussed. It was finally decided to leave the

arrangement to a committee to be appointed by the president.

The liquid air, which was to figure in Dr. Wood's lecture of Thursday

last, failed to arrive in time; the plant in Washington had broken down,

thereby delaying shipments for a week at least. As soon as it is found

possible to have an illustrated lecture on this subject, notice will be posted.

To most of the students this will be a valuable opportunity and perhaps the

only one, to see this wonderful substance handled. A large crowd should be

present.

The Georgetown College Journal, reviewing the three prize literary efforts

by college graduates published in this month's Century, says: "The prize

essay entitled "Huxley as a Literary Man," by J. E. Routh, Jr., of Johns

Hopins University, is the best of the three."
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HAS THE MILLION BEEN SECURED?

3T IS now being persistently rumored that the long sought million has at last
been forthcoming. Confidence in the friends of the University has never

been lacking, and it seems now as if the magnificent Homewood estate will

soon come into our possession. One of the most gratifying signs pointing

toward the desired million is the speech delivered by President Remsen at the

Princeton banquet. Alluding to the sympathy expressed for the llopkins

because of its poverty stricken condition, President Remsen said that pity was

unnecessary, that the Hopkins had always managed to get along, and always

would be able to get along. He warned the audience that he would have sonic

interesting announcements to make on the twenty second of February. All

this augurs well for the future of the Johns Hopkins University.

Y. M. C. A. NOTES.

ON Sunday, January 26, Mr. Robert E. Speer delivered a powerful "Plea

for Ignorance" to the 300 college men of the city, who were present.

Unfortunately, Hopkins was far outnumbered by the other institutions

of the city.

The regular monthly meeting of the Executive Council was held on Wed-

nesday, February 5. Tho following five men were appointed delegates to the
Student Volunteer Convention at Toronto, February 26 to March 2: Dr. H. L.
Wilson, M. B. Graff, C. C. Grove, C. K. Edmunds, and J. A. Addison.

Sunday, February 9, was the Universal Day of Prayer for Colleges, and
Rev. Mr. H. C. Kirk, the new pastor of the Franklin street Presbyterian
Church of this city, delivered a very helpful address.

Dr. Howard A. Kelly, of the Medical School, is conducting morning pray-
ers this week, and speaks briefly each morning in Levering Hall, 8.45-8.55.

"God, as revealed by His Names," was the topic of the weekly prayer-
meeting on Tuesday, February 11, led by Mr. C. C. Grove, Mathematics.

AMONG THE COLLEGES.

Cornell has a flourishing Prohibition Club.

Harvard had a deficit of $321,579 for the year ending July 31st, 1901.

Wisconsin has laid out a course of study in journalism which will be in-
cluded in the college curriculum.

At a recent meeting of men from all classes at Cornell, the custom of un-
dergraduate rushes was done away with.

Harvard has the largest faculty of all the colleges in America. Her in-
structors number 337, a body nearly as large as the Lower House of Congress.
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The Senior Class at Harvard has elected a colored man, R. C. Bruce, as

class orator. Bruce is the son of B. K. Bruce, formerly senator from Missis-

sippi, and register of the treasury. He is one of the best orators and debaters

that Harvard has ever had.

The Faculty of Knox College have adopted the following: "Each college

student is allowed twenty absences from college exercises in each semester.

Seniors are allowed twenty-five Members of athletic teams, the glee club,

band, debating teams, etc., also representatives of the various editorial hoards,

will be allowed an additional number of absences as recommended by the vari-

ous committees."

The trustees of Carnegie Institute have adopted plans for the erection of

the largest and most complete school of technology in the world. Mr. Car-

negie's proposition was that he be allowed the privilege of endowing and main-

taining a technological school of the highest order in the city of Pittsburg, the

city to provide the site. The school will be built at a cost of several millions

of dollars by Mr. Carnegie, and he will also be asked to give a large sum for its

maintenance. The city of Pittsburg will be asked to contribute sixty acres of

ground for a site.

A parallel to Booker T. Washington's undertaking for negro education in

the South is found in the work of Dr. Frost, president of Berea College, a little

heard of but very interesting college which is the seat of the higher education of

the "mountain whites" of Kentucky and other portions of "Appalachian

America." The extreme simplicity of these people is illustrated by the state-

ment that "more than one student has been turned back by his parents after

great preparation and long journeys on foot or on horseback, because the first

sight of a train of moving cars brought such terror that the father was not wil-

ling to trust his son into the keeping of such an engine of destruction." Berca

College numbers some eight hundred of these innocent sons and daughters of

the South, who depend on it not only for book learning, but for their first intro-

duction to the ways of modern civilization.

Nearly all the catalogues and annual reports that are pouring forth from

the college press at this season show an increase in student membership, and in

endowment. Smith College can accommodate in its dormitories less than half

of the student body, and the capacity of its assembly hall is altogether inade-

quate. The report of Treasurer Tyler of Yale shows an increase of permanent

university funds of $595,027. The Wellesley catalogue states that the entire

number of students is over eight hundred, the largest enrollment in the history

of the college. Princeton has made rapid strides in growth and evidently

expects to continue to do so. Its new gymnasium is planned to surpass any

college gymnasium in the world, both in cost and in size. It is to be made

large enough to accommodate nearly twice the number of students now in the

university. Syracuse University is organizing a college of applied science in

which mechanical, electrical, and civil engineering will be taught.
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DOINGS OF THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.

4 T the regular meeting of the Hopkins Athletic Association last Thursday
afternoon, the question of a Baseball team was brought up for final
settlement Mr. Campbell argued strongly in favor of team, and Mc-

Knight from the Medical School warmly seconded his efforts. The matter was
then discussed by the Board, and it was decided, in view of the past record of
Baseball at Hopkins, which for the last few years has never proved a success,
to grant no appropriation for the team, nor to officially recognize the team.

It was stated however, that should the supporters of this movement
demonstrate sufficient earnestness to produce a winning team, by showing up
regularly for practice, and working faithfully, the question will be reconsidered,
and both financial support and official recognition be given to the team. To
promote its success, the men will be allowed to use the suits and cage, it then
remaining to the lovers of Baseball to show whether we shall have a team or not.

At the same meeting Murkland, (1903), was elected Ass't Manager of the
track team, and Addison, (1903), Ass't Manager of the Lacrosse team.

THE BASE BALL OUTLOOK.

4LTHOUGH Lacrosse has occupied such a high place in the affections and
interest of Hopkins men, and established itself among us as the game of

all others, it is unfortunate that for several years past there has not been
an excellent base ball team. Base ball in our country is so universal and
important a sport that we should not neglect it. Nor need we. Of course, the
records of our teams of the last three years have not been gratifying. Even the
team of last spring which won the State championship fell away from the
standard set for the conduct of our athletic teams. These failure and mistakes,
however, should not discourage us, but arouse us to a great effort, It is our
duty to retrieve the past, to show ourselves and the people of Baltimore that
Hopkins men still cherish a love for the national game. It happens that this
year there is material of an exceptionally high order. Seven or eight men of
the graduate department and Medical School have expressed a willingness to
enter heartily into the undertaking of starting a team. These men are able and
experienced, and should make valuable allies of the some half-dozen faithful
players who have vainly labored for the cause for the last three years. Besides
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these, many undergraduates manifest a desire to support the new movement.

Some of the candidates are:

E. Strouse, Whipple, Marshall,

Moore, Carr, J. Strouse,

Constantine, Wright, Roulston,

Sharret ts, Murphy, Dow nian,

Marine, Mathai, Ogle,

Hand, Nelson. Reynolds,

McKnight, Dodge, Strobbar, and others.

All these loyal wearers of the Black and Blue will soon be given an oppor-

tunity to show their interest and devotion. It is understood that those who

have the matter in hand are making plans by which all members of the Univer-

sity can join in a common effort to maintain base ball as one of our recognized

sports. Pure college athletics will always appeal to the American people. Just

now college base ball is at a low ebb in Baltimore, because there are no first-

class teams here. We have a chance to reverse this condition of affairs. It is

quite possible to produce a base ball team for this year that will satisfy even the

most exacting, and that will bring to our University a worthy fame and honor.

Let us not shrink from our duty. J. G. CAmPBuLL, '02.

Cap J. H. U. Base Ball Team.

LACROSSE.

tACROSSE practice has now been going on for several weeks; but as yet

nothing definite can be said as to what kind of a team we will have, or

what men will make a place on it.

Let us take a look at last year's team and see how we stand. We have

lost five men, and good ones too. These are Captain Tyler, Coach Maddren,

Bandel, Bruton, and Hatch. Tyler played third defense, which is one of the

most difficult positions on a team, and filled it admirably. William H. Maddren

was the backbone of lacrosse at J. H. U.; of his playing nothing need be said.

He is everywhere regarded as the best college lacrosse player, and could make

any team he tried for. Hopkins lacrosse without "Billy" at cover point will be

something new to Baltimore. Bruton played at second defence for the last

three years, and his weight and science will be missed when we go up against

heavy teams. With these three men out we see that there are only two experi-

enced tnen who must form the skeleton of this year's defense. These are

Captain Schmeisser at point and Straus at first defense.

In the attack we lose Bandel and Hatch, who played first and second attack

respectively. Bandel played on the team for three years, and made many goals

for Hopkins. His place will be very hard to fill. Although Hatch only played

one year he was always at the right place at the right time. Thus, even with

Abercrombie at centre, and Palmer Bernheim at third attack, there will be a big

ditch for the ball to pass before it gets to Bert. Bernheim and Putts. In a word

our attack will probably be weak in the middle. You cannot make a three year

player in a year. Briscoe and Ranft, who played goal last year, are both with

us again; but the latter will not be able to play because he is under the doctor's
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care. Tough, E. Schmeisser, and Sayler, all three of whom played on the
defense in some of the big games, ought to help strengthen the team this year.
Of the other candidates for the team, the best seem to be Bryan (1903), Bird
(1903), Custus, (1903), Smith, (1902), Iglehart, (1903), Mathai, (1903), Gilles-
pie, (1902), S. Pearre, (1904), Pels, (1902), Riley, (1903), J. Strouse, (1901),
Rosenheim, (1904). Most of these men are not absolutely green material, and
even those who are should, by plenty of stick work and energy, make a place
and name for themselves on the team this year. It is well known that five
Freshmen played on the ninety-nine championship team. How many will be on
our team this year?

HOPKINS IN THE B. A. C. GAMES.

eHE results of the B. A. C. games last Saturday night were from a Hopkins
standpoint very excellent. Meeting the best men in the city we carried
off the honors of many events. In the 40-yard dash, three of the six men

in the final were Abercombie (withdrew), Blanck and Weedon. Blanck got
third place. The 440 was won by Lindsay (Grad.); in the 880 yard run, Mullen,
running for B. A. C. beat out Rosenheim (1904) by only half a foot; and in the
mile relay with University of Pennsylvania, which was one of the most exciting
races of the evening, the Hopkins team, composed of Abercrombie, Hoffman,
Riggs and England, had the gratification of beating the red and blue.
In the next to the last lap of the race, the University of Pennsylvania man,
following England by about two lengths, stumbled. The race had been nip-
and tuck all through, but it was hardly possible that Pennsylvania could have
overcome England's lead.

The high jump was won by Scholl (scratch) with a jump of 5 feet 8 inches.
Weedon (34 in.) got third. The pole vault has not yet been decided. Altogether
things came our way in a satisfying manner.

THE FEED.

tHOSE men who did not attend the annual athletic feed, at which it was
every loyal Hopkins man's duty to be present, are probably not impressed
with the idea that they missed anything particular. With those who

think this, it is certainly a case of " where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be
wise." Those who had the spirit to attend will readily agree that the absent
Hopkins enthusiasts (?) missed a roaring good time, but they richly deserved
it. They are doubtless the very ones who deplore the lack of college spirit and
of close unity at the University.

The committee had gone to no little trouble to provide a varied and inter-
esting entertainment, followed by a feed which produced the climactic effect of
the evening.

Chairman Campbell opened the meeting with :a catchy'selection by the
Mandolin Club. Messrs. Whipple and Ward came next with a very interesting
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gymnastic exhibition on the parallel bars and horse. Both men were loudly

applauded. Willis performed on the piano during the exhibition.
Following came the awarding of honorary" H's" and " H. A. A.'s' by

President Abercrombie of the Athletic Association. Those men who received

H's" for the first time were Campbell, Garwood, Sharretts, Houghton, P. S.

Hill and Faris. Messrs. Plaggemeyer, Whipple and Youtz, received

the secondary honor" H. A. A." President Abercrombie also formally pre-

sented the Association with the championship baseball and track and field ban-

ners, which were won during the past season. President Remsen, Dean Griffin,

and Faculty Delegate Renouf, were then called upon, and each in turn compli-

mented the athletes upon their work of the past season, and wished them the

greatest amount of success in the future.

The funny stunts in the cage were funny.

Only those who were present can appreciate the difficulties and the fun

which the Freshmen had in locating their shoes in the huge pile erected at the

beginning of the shoe race. The many drawbacks encountered in the obstacle

race also furnished no little amusement. Some of the contestants were nearly

suffocated while vainly attempting to crawl under the heavy gymnasium mat,

others got a cold bath in their hurry to carry the buckets of water around the

track on their heads, while still others became hopelessly stuck in the barrel

which was suspended three feet from the ground. Strohbar, 1904, demonstrated

his ability as a surmounter of various difficulties by winning both races. "The

same old story" is sufficient to tell how the Junior-Freshman tug-of-war

resulted. At the finish the Freshmen were about ten feet to the bad. The

boxing contest between Iglehart, 1903, and H. Williams, Med., resulted in an

easy victory for Iglehart.
A plentiful supply of salad, ices, cake and coffee concluded the evening

entertainment. It was unquestionably a great success, and Committeemen

Campbell, Bernheim and W. B. Hill, deserve hearty congratulations. They

were ably assisted by J. Abner Sayler, Jr., H. W. Plaggmeyer and J. Newman

Numsen.

VERBICIDE!

Has the thought ever struck you.

tHAT there are thousands of persons who have never heard the names of

Milton and Shakespeare .—

That such persons were born deaf ;—

That the Health Department was not officially notified of the freshman

shoe-race;

That otherwise the race might not have taken place ;—

That there are more than 30,000 persons in this city who cannot speak the

English language ;—
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That they are nearly all infants under the age of four years ;—

That there is such a thing as dyspepsia of the brain ;—

That freshmen particularly suffer from this malady finding much of their
work hard to digest ;—

That benevolent assimilation would be a good thing for juniors to try ;—

That a quarter of a century is but little towards the life of the University—
but is much longer than the years of the poet Chatterton ;—

That there is a walk known as the Johns Hopkins strut ;—

That the Women's College girls first discovered it ;—

That it cannot be acquired under a year, so the freshmen are still innocent;—

That the Panama Canal will come to a full stop ;—

That it already past Colon.

? ? ?
H. L. L. '04.

TO THE TWILIGHT.

There is an hour between the night and day,

An hour which stillness loves to hold,

When day itself into the night does mould,

And Phoebus gathers in each shining ray.

Then does the bird begin his evening lay,

Then shepherds drive their flocks into the fold,

Then sad, the Angelus is tolled,

And all the earth stops work to pray.

That is thy hour, 0 Twilight, dear,

The hour when all is calm and still,

The hour when rest from work's begun.

The day lies dead upon the bier;

For it is in thy pow'r to kill,

And turn to blood the setting sun.

L. M P. W., '03.
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Domestic finish—a divorce.—Syracuse bniversity Herald.

Three from the Harvard Lampoon.

"Does Showman make much use of Realism?"

"Just a few. In his last play he had real supes in the dinner sceneS"

I have such funny foolish thoughts,

That when I'm with a crowd,

I guess 'twould make the fellows laugh

If I should think aloud.

BILL—Did you hear that Sporter had become a Christian Scien
tist ?

Tom—No, why?

BILL—So that he can try the Absent Treatment on his courses.

FOR MEN ONLY.
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The Krishno.

TEACHER-" What distinguished foreigner aided 
the Americans during the

Revolution ? "

JOHNNY—(after thinking hard) —" God."
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J. WM. MIDDENDORF & CO.
113anhere & Vrohers.

CONTINENTAL TRUST CO. BUILDING,
Members Baltimore, Md,

Baltimore Stock Exchange.

B. G. ElCHELBERGER,
Booms AND STATIONBRY

ENGRAVING AND STAMPING. e

1441c.k 30E3 INT.:as-Th. Cimr-lete

Y. M. C. A. BUILDING,

C. Az P. and Md. 'Phones. BALTIMORE, MD.

CALL ON JR'S. It. DOWNS,
229 N. Gharies St.,

MASONIC TEMPLE.

FOR Class, Fraternity and College Stationery,
Banquet Cards, Invitations, Diplomat',

Programs, Visiting Cards, etc.  

Our 50o J. B. U. Blue and Black Plan Paper—now readu 

Thera Is varg little entertainment at home without a Plano

cTIEFF
zplANos

fire The Best. 9 N. Libertu St.


